CLARIFICATION No: 1

to the public procurement: Construction of Visitors Center in Fetislam fortress

Publication Ref: RORS26-Municipality of Kladovo-TD06

Following the clarification request no. RORS8/GHS/TDO3 -1 of 19th January 2018 regarding the public procurement no. RORS26-Municipality of Kladovo-TD06, please find below the answer of the Contracting Authority:

QUESTION 1:

Referring the tender dossier with the Publication reference above, we have the following question: Volume 1, Section 1, article 12. Information/Documents to be supplied by the tenderer, paragraph 12.1.3.: THE FORMS PROVIDED IN VOLUME 4 VOLUME 4.2.1 – INTRODUCTION, VOLUME 4.2.2 – SUMMARY, VOLUME 4.3.2 -- BILL OF QUANTITIES.

Above mentioned forms are obliged to provide in order to fulfill necessary tender documents. Forms: VOLUME 4.2.1 – INTRODUCTION, VOLUME 4.2.2 – SUMMARY, are not part of the tender dossier, they are non-existing, so our question is, if there forms are missing from the tender dossier, or they are mentioned by some mistake, and won’t be part of the obligated tender documents?

ANSWER 1:

Form „Introduction” is provided in document: d4x_finoffer_4.3_en.doc.

Forms “Summary” and “Bill of quantities” are provided in document: d4x_finoffer_4.3.2_en.xls.

Both above mentioned documents are provided in Volume 4.

To fully meet the requirement in paragraph 12.1.3 from Instructions to tenderers all tenders must duly completed documents: Form “Introduction” from document: d4x_finoffer_4.3_en.doc; Full document d4x_finoffer_4.3.2_en.xls.

QUESTION 2:

Which three previous years should be analyzed for calculating the average annual turnover.

ANSWER 2:

As stated in the Instructions to tenderers, point 12.2: “The average annual turnover of the tenderer in the past 3 years (2014, 2015, 2016) must be at least same or higher than tenderer financial offer for this contract”.
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